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Background: The purpose of the present study was to compare the attention level of Chinese adolescents
(mean age = 15.03) to that of Israeli adolescents (mean age = 14.67). Methods: Participants included 386
“normal” adolescents who responded to a computerized test assessing attention (mathematics continuous
performance test [MATH-CPT]). No differences were found between males and females on any of the 11 main
measures of the MATH-CPT. Results: The results indicated that Israeli adolescents performed better on three of
the attention measures (“overall attention level,” “consistency in reaction time,” and “anticipatory responses”).
The Chinese adolescents performed better on one measure: “Consistency of reaction time along the whole
test” (sustained attention of standard deviation [SD]). The authors discuss the results by hypothesizing that
the differences between the two groups can be explained by a possible sluggish tendency among Chinese
adolescents, which may be connected to a holistic reasoning style as compared to an analytic reasoning
style among the Israelis. The superior performance of Chinese adolescents on the “sustained attention of
SD” can be explained by the tiredness of the Israeli adolescents due to the effort they exerted during testing.
Conclusions: The results emphasized cultural differences between two cultures in the assessment of a
quantitative measure of attention. Our results show that cultural diversity can be described by more accurate
measures of a computerized test. The results support a well-known fact about differences between Eastern
and Western cultures: Holistic (Eastern) versus analytic processing (Western) can create different quantitative
outcomes in the assessment of attention level.
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CROSS-CULTURAL ASSESSMENT OF ATTENTION
LEVEL AMONG CHINESE AND ISRAELI
ADOLESCENTS
Differences in cognitive styles between Eastern and Western
cultures have been a popular area of investigation. Historically,
differences between Western and Eastern cultures can be traced
back to Greek and Chinese philosophy [1]. Examination of the
cognitive differences between East and West in the context
of cross-cultural differences has shown that East Asians are
less likely than North Americans (a) to predict that current
trends will be maintained in the future [2]; (b) to categorize
objects, understand events, and use rules and formal logic [3,4];
(c) to exhibit tolerance for contradiction [5,6]; (d) to make
dispositional causal inferences [7].
Among the many cross-cultural studies to date, probably the
most extensively studied domain is attention [8]. Traditionally,
attention and memory were considered to be universal abilities
not bound by cultural aspects [9]. This line of thinking changed
when it was discovered that Western cultures tend to emphasize
the independence of individuals, whereas Eastern cultures
emphasize interdependence and social relations [10-12].
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Research investigating the relationship between attention and
culture has reported that Western-oriented cultures are more
oriented toward focused attention or place more focus on a
centrally relevant object and less on the surrounding context.
In contrast, Eastern-oriented cultures have been found to
have broader or more distributed attention, meaning that they
are more influenced by context. Using different terms, other
researches [13] stated that Asians attend more to aspects of
environment and relationships, whereas Americans focus more
on focal objects. Fu et al. [14] referred to this issue by describing
an animated underwater scene. They stated that Japanese look
first at the background of the scene (e.g., at the pool), whereas
Americans usually refer to the focal object (e.g., the fish in
the pool).
Similar findings were obtained for different perceptual
judgment tasks [15-17]. Several researchers referred to this as a
discrepancy between holistic and analytic modes of thinking or
as a difference in locus of attention [16,18,19]. Kim et al. [18]
explained this issue by stating that individuals oriented to
Western culture “tend to adopt an analytic style of reasoning
that is characterized by the tendency to attend primarily to
focal information, and attribute causes of a social event to
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internal and dispositional factors. While people from Eastern
cultural contexts tend to adopt a holistic style of reasoning that
is characterized by the tendency to attend to the entire field and
attribute the causes of the social events to external situational
factors” (p. 212).
Among studies investigating Eastern versus Western culture with
respect to attention, few have been conducted with children.
Some studies found attentional differences among 6-year-old
children, indicating that cultural differences in attentional style
may develop at an early age [20-22]. Duffy et al. [20] found
that Japanese children aged six and over performed better on a
relative task (holistic attention) than did American children in
the same age group, who performed better on an absolute task
(focused attention). No such differences were found among
younger children. The study concluded that socio-cognitive
development and socialization processes occurring between the
ages of five to seven are important in fostering culturally specific
attention tendencies. Contradicting these findings, others [23]
suggested that cultural differences in context-sensitivity may
be present as early as the age of four. Imada et al. [8] found
that Japanese children had greater context-sensitivity than did
American children. The issue of context-sensitivity still needs
more investigation, as was pointed out by the findings of Ji [24],
who observed a developmental increase in cultural differences
between the ages of 7 and 11.
Using a computerized continuous performance test (CPT)
(Test of Attentional Performance for Children - KITAP),
researchers [25] found that Syrian children (considered to
represent Arabic-collectivistic-dependent culture) had more
variable responses, slower performance, and more errors
compared to German children (considered to represent Westernindividualistic-independent culture). These researchers
concluded their study by indicating that attention level can be
influenced by cultural background characteristics.
Not too many studies have assessed cross-cultural differences
among adolescents using CPT. The present study aimed to fill
this gap using a computerized test to compare the attention
level of adolescents in China (considered representative of
Eastern-oriented culture) to that of adolescents in Israel
(considered representative of Western-oriented culture). The
importance of such studies is that CPT tests are computerized
tests; they are more accurate and more reliable. Computerized
tests of attention do not assess the holistic versus analytic
mode of attention. Therefore, the hypothesis in the current
study cannot rely on previous studies. The study hypothesis
was that no differences would be found in the level of attention
between Chinese and Israeli adolescents as measured by one
computerized test.

METHODS
Participants
A total of 386 adolescents participated in the study: 196
monolingual Chinese adolescents, 103 males, and 93 females,
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with a mean age of 15.03 (standard deviation [SD] = 0.83) were
compared to 190 monolingual Israeli adolescents, 113 males and
77 females, with mean age 14.67 (SD = 1.28). All participants
ranged in age from 13 to 17 years old. The participants from
China resided in Hong Kong and attended one co-educational
public secondary school located in the Tai Po district, one of
the 18 districts in Hong Kong. The participants from Israel
all lived in Northern Israel in towns and cities numbering no
more than 50,000 people. All the participants in both groups
attended regular schools and were from midrange SES. There
was no record of any learning disabilities or attention-deficit
hyperactivity among the participants from China and Israel.
The experiment conformed to the principles outlined by the
institutional ethics of the Chinese University of Hong Kong
and Yezreel Valley College. All the participants volunteered to
participate in the study with no financial reward. This research
received no specific grant from any funding agency.

Instruments
The measure of attention used in the study was the mathematics
CPT (MATH-CPT) [29]. The MATH-CPT is a computerized
CPT-type test; it uses a sequence of 450 simple mathematical
problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. The test designed to assess attention. The answer to any
given question was never >9 and was projected on a computer
screen to serve as a visual stimulus. During the test, one problem
appeared on the screen together with the result that could be
right or wrong (e.g., 1 + 4 = 5, or 4 × 2 = 7). The participants
observed one problem at a time on the computer screen and
had to decide whether the solution to the problem was correct
or incorrect by pressing “1” for a correct answer or “2” for an
incorrect answer. The test stimuli were more complicated than
in most other CPT-type tests. An open reaction time procedure
allowed participants to react at their individual pace of activity.
The test lasted approximately 10-20 min, depending on the
reaction time of each participant. The test included the following
main measures: A final overall attention level formula to assess a
participant’s overall attention level; reaction time (average time
taken to respond to each problem); SD of reaction time (a measure
of reaction time variability); impulsive responses included: (a) A
guessing fast response given at a speed of <0.5 s and (b) incorrect
fast responses, they were defined as incorrect responses that were
given at a faster rate than each participant’s average reaction time.
Both considered measures of impulsivity; accuracy of responses
(correct answers, considered a measure of attention).
The test’s four secondary measures assessed sustained attention
within the test: Sustained attention over time; sustained
attention based on SD; sustained attention based on correct
responses; sustained attention based on impulsivity. Each
measure was calculated using a form of performance over nine
parts of the test. These four measures of sustained attention
assessed a possible reduction, improvement, or no change in
performance on measures in their respective areas and were
based on an algorithm designed specifically to assess these
domains. The algorithm to assess sustained attention was based
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on a calculation of the nine blocks each of 50 mathematical
problems. The nine blocks run consecutively without breaks
and had the same structure for all the participants. In the
calculation, each block, from the first to the ninth in ascending
order, contributed more weight to the total measure of sustained
attention. The result was a single number assessing sustained
attention for each of the four measures.
During construction of the MATH-CPT, test-retest reliability
after 1 week of testing with the main measures used in the
MATH-CPT indicated an average correlation of 0.73 for the
test’s main measures. During development of the MATH-CPT,
a discriminant function analysis was used to compare a control
group (without attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder-ADHD)
to a group with ADHD. The results indicated that the test can
correctly identify 90.80% of participants in both groups. The
reason the MATH-CPT was chosen for this study over other
commonly used CPTs is that it has four different “on the test”
measures of sustained attention, and it used as stimuli numbers
known to both cultures.

PROCEDURE
Participants in the study were recruited from co-educational
public schools in Hong Kong, China, and in the Yezreel
Valley in Northern Israel. The test was administered to both
populations before 1:00 PM to avoid the effects of being tired
later in the day. After receiving instructions for the test in
Chinese or Hebrew, participants answered 30 sample problems
from the MATH-CPT administered to every person who took
the test. Immediately after answering the sample problems,
the participants responded individually to the 450 problems
comprising the entire MATH-CPT test.
The Chinese and the Israeli participants used similar computers,
PC computers with a 17-inch screen. The stimuli were white
numbers on a black screen with a size of approximately 1.0 cm2.
The same identical software of the MATH-CPT program was
installed in the computers in China and Israel. The stimuli of
mathematical problems appeared in the same sequence for all
the participants. The proportion of mathematical problems of
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and a division was about
25% from each category. A more complicated stimulus was
used by the MATH-CPT to avoid ceiling effect (explanation in
Lufi and Fichman, 2012 [27]). The main formula of the overall
attention level was calculated using discriminant function
analysis comparing clients who were diagnosed as having
ADHD to participants who did not have ADHD, or learning
disabilities (explanation in Lufi and Fichman, 2012 [27]). The
main formula of the overall attention level included several
variables of the test, with the measures of “reaction time” and
“correct responses,” are carrying more weight in calculating the
main formula of overall attention level.

RESULTS
All the results were analyzed with the help of SPSS 21.0. A
composite score was calculated for each participant; these scores
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served further statistical analysis. The results for males and
females were compared to assess the possible influence of gender
differences. Using independent samples t-test, with all the
Chinese and Israeli participants, showed no differences between
males and females on all 11 main and secondary measures of
attention provided by the test (these findings are similar to
results achieved during standardization of the test). These
results allowed the researchers to continue the analysis without
taking gender into consideration. The results indicated that the
Israeli adolescents scored significantly better on three of the 11
measures of the MATH-CPT, whereas the Chinese adolescents
scored better on one measure. On overall attention level, the
main measure of the MATH-CPT, Israeli adolescents had a
performance of (mean = −0.77, SD = 0.74), as compared to the
Chinese students (mean = −0.59, SD = 0.92, t = 2.07, P < 0.05
[here, a smaller number indicates better attention level]). Israeli
adolescents demonstrated greater consistency in reaction time
through a smaller SD of reaction time (mean = 0.85, SD =
0.45), as compared to Chinese adolescents (mean = 1.09,
SD = 0.45, t = 5.14, P < 0.001). The Israeli adolescents had
fewer anticipatory responses, which are a measure of impulsivity
(mean = 0.38, SD = 0.91), than did the Chinese adolescents
(mean = 1.21, SD = 2.14, t = 4.99, P = 0.001). The Chinese
adolescents had better scores in sustained attention of SD,
which measured the consistency of reaction time along the
whole test (mean = −0.15, SD = 0.44), as compared to the
Israeli adolescents (mean = 0.06, SD = 0.27 [here, a smaller
number indicated better score], t = 1.99, P = 0.05). On
the other seven measures of the MATH-CPT, there were no
significant differences between the two groups. These results
are depicted in Table 1.
The results of the four measures of the secondary measures
(the measures of sustained attention) are shown in Figures 1-4.
They illustrate the progression of the two groups along the nine
tests’ blocks.

DISCUSSION
The study compared attention levels among adolescents in Hong
Kong, China, and in Israel using one standardized computerized
test. The results allowed the researchers to conclude that Israeli
adolescents performed better on three measures of the test,
whereas Chinese adolescents scored better on one measure.
On the test’s main measure, “overall attention level,” which
is a summary of the test’s results-Israeli adolescents scored
slightly better. Greater differences between the two groups
were found on measures of “SD of the reaction time,” which is
considered to represent response consistency and “anticipatory
responses,” which is considered a measure of impulsivity.
Chinese adolescents scored better on the measure of “sustained
attention - SD,” which measured consistency of reaction time
along the whole test.
Overall, cultural differences on attention performance were
observed for few domains of the MATH-CPT. There were
no significant differences between the two groups on 7 out
of the 11 measures, while for the remaining four measures,
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Table 1: Means, standard deviations, t‑scores, Cohen’‑d of the main MATH‑CPT variables, comparing Chinese and Israeli adolescents
Variable

Mean±SD

Main measures
Overall attentiona
Total reaction time (minutes)a
Consistency (SD time)a
Anticipation (impulsivity)a
Fast wrong responsesa
Total impulsivitya
Correct responses (attention)
Secondary measures
Sustained Reaction timea
Sustained SDa
Sustained impulsivitya
Sustained correct responses

Effect size

Chinese adolescents

Israeli adolescents

t

Cohen’s db

−0.59±0.92
12.81±2.93
1.09±0.45
1.21±2.14
13.35±7.29
14.57±8.04
429.21±11.48

−0.77±0.74
13.36±3.78
0.85±0.45
0.38±0.91
12.83±7.51
13.25±7.68
430.02±9.30

2.07*
1.60
5.14**
4.99**
0.61
1.44
0.77

0.21
0.16
0.52
0.51
0.06
0.15
0.08

−6.30±13.04
−0.15±0.44
0.04±1.51
0.24±1.64

−3.92±10.86
0.06±0.27
−0.23±1.15
0.29±1.08

1.94
1.99*
1.95
0.31

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.31

*P<0.05. **P<0.01. aDenotes that lower score indicates better performance, bBased on Cohen’s (1988) classification, ds of 0.20−0.49 are
considered small, ds of 0.50−0.79 are considered moderate, and ds equal to or above 0.80 are considered large. MATH‑CPT: Mathematics continuous
performance test. SD: Standard deviation

consistency of responses; anticipatory responses, considered to
be a measure of impulsivity; overall attention level; sustained
attention SD, measuring consistency of reaction time along
the test).

Figure 1: Raw scores of total reaction time in seconds, over nine
blocks of the mathematics continuous performance test, a lower
score denotes a better performance

In an attempt to understand the differences between the two
groups on the test’s main measure, “the final attention formula”
raises possible hypotheses. Sluggish cognitive tempo, a term
coined and discussed [30], is a problem appearing in children
characterized as passive, daydreaming, hypoactive, confused,
slow-moving, and sluggish. The differences found in our study
between adolescents from an Eastern-oriented culture and those
from a Western-oriented culture may be caused by the fact that
Asians attend more to objects appearing in the environment
while Westerns focus more on focal objects [14]. Support for
this phenomenon may lie in the pictographic nature of the
Chinese characters. A written Chinese word may include several
sets of strokes, each of which may represent a different word.
Paying attention to the separate sets of strokes, rather than
the overall picture, may confuse the reader (Cohen, personal
communication, August 9, 2016). This tendency may cause the
Chinese adolescents to be less focused and perform poorer on a
task requiring quick and accurate responses. A second possible
explanation for our results is based on the results of a study by
Chang et al. [30], which found that individuals from East and
South Asia had a smaller amount of 7-allele of the dopamine
D4 receptor gene, a component responsible for maintaining
attention in the brain.

Figure 2: Raw scores of standard deviation of reaction time, over nine
blocks of the mathematics continuous performance test, a lower score
denotes a better performance

With respect to the SD of reaction time, which measured the
consistency of reaction time, several studies have considered
this to be one of the most important variables of attention [29].
It is possible that cultural differences may influence the level
of consistency during the performance. People from Eastern
cultures are thought to be more relaxed and calm, perhaps
causing them to be less alert and more inconsistent on tasks
requiring precise work within a limited time.

significant differences were observed between Chinese and
Israeli adolescents (SD of reaction time, considered to measure

In attempting to understand the differences between the groups
on anticipatory responses, the anticipatory responses were
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younger and older could help generalize the results and lead
to a deeper understanding of the effect of cultural differences
on attention. In addition, the Chinese adolescents were only
recruited from one public school in Hong Kong. It is likely
that there are significant variations across various groups of
adolescents, which further limited the generalizability of the
study. Thus, it is important to replicate these findings using
community samples to discover the cultural differences.

Figure 3: Raw scores of impulsivity responses, over nine blocks of
the mathematics continuous performance test, a lower score denotes
a better performance

The results of the study demonstrate important cultural
differences between two cultures in the assessment of a
quantitative measure of attention. Most other studies assessing
cultural differences in attention assessed more qualitative
aspects of attention. Our results show that cultural diversity can
be explained by more accurate measures that assess attention.
The results also suggest that a well-known fact about differences
between Eastern and Western cultures (holistic vs. analytic
processing) can have quantitative outcomes in the assessment
of attention level.
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